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Do you know, how to tell apart
different angles, it's not so hard
there are three names, that they have
I've met them all, here's what they said

I am Mr. Right Angle,
I am perpendicular
a square's on place you can find me
I'll always be 90!

Do you know, how to tell apart
different angles, it's not so hard
we've met one, but there are more
and different from, the one before

I am Ms. Acute Angle,
less than 90 you should know
a cute little angle is my nick name
my number isn't always the same

Do you know, how to tell apart
different angles, it's not so hard
the last one, is pretty grand
that’s why I saved it for the end

Hello my name is Obtuse
I know it sounds funny, but what can I do
I'm bigger than 90 and can just grow
but stop before I become a circle

Do you know, how to tell apart
different angles, it's not so hard
right, acute, and obtuse
really loved meeting you

Right will never ever change
acute and obtuse not always the same
but if you need to remember their rules
acute is little and obtuse is huge!

Now you know how to tell apart different angles, it wasn’t hard go out there and say hello to all the angles you now know! to all the angles that you know …